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The study of electron—atom collisions has been the subject of a 
great deal of both experimental and theoretical effort since the early 
days of atomic physics. Collision phenomena such as electron Impact 
elastic scattering and ionization have been investigated 
for a wide range of atomic systems and incident projectile energies. 
Obtaining an accurate theoretical description of such phenomena is 
important in many branches of physics, e.g. astrophysics, atmospheric 
physics, plasma physics etc. Many theoretical models and approxima­
tions exist and it has been the role of experiment to test the validity 
and accuracy of these models. Since the hydrogen atom is the simplest 
of all atoms it has been the subject of a great deal of Investigation. 
The fact that exact wavefunctions describing the bound states of the 
hydrogen atom are known makes electron-hydrogen atom collision 
phenomena particularly amenable to calculation. However, the tech­
nical difficulties Involved in obtaining a suitably pure and suf­
ficiently concentrated source of dissociated hydrogen in the laboratory 
proved a considerable barrier to experimental work with atomic hydrogen. 
Many of these problems have now been overcome and the last decade has 
seen much effort directed towards experimental Investigations of 
electron-hydrogen atom collisions.
Until the early 1970's experimental investigations of electron 
impact excitation of atoms were of two types. The first type of 
experiment consists of detection of the scattered electrons only. 
Experiments of this type yield values for total excitation cross-
sections (Q), or if electrons are detected as a function of scattering
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elâctron energy . Such cross-sections represent sums of cross- 
sections for excitation of each degenerate or unresolved atomic
state.
gen was reported by Williams '. This work provided relative values 
o(2P) + o(2S), where o(2P) is itself a summation over the 
three degenerate magnetic sublevels with m^ * 0, —If for energies 
in the range 50 - 200 eV. Williams and Willisreported absolute 
measurements of this quantity for incident energies in the range 
54 - 680 eV.
In the second type of experiment radiation resulting from the 
spontaneous decay of an atom which has been excited by electron im­
pact is observed without regard to the scattered electrons. Such 
experiments can yield values for the total excitation cross-section, 
or if the percentage polarisation of the emitted radiation is 
measured, it is possible to obtain information on the total cross- 
sections for excitation of individual magnetic sublevels^^\
Measurements of Q(2P) for atomic hydrogen have been performed 
by Long et al.^'^\ McGowan et al.^^^ and Williams and W i l l i s a n d  
values of Q(2S) obtained by Ott et al.^^^ and Kauppcla et al.^®^.
The experimental techniques described above are capable of 
yi®itiing total and differential cross-sections summed over degenerate 
or unresolved atomic states or, alternatively, cross-sections for 
excitation to individual degenerate magnetic sublevels, averaged over 
all electron scattering angles. It is clear that an experimental 
technique that provided cross-sections for excitation to individual 
magnetic sublevels which were differential in electron scattering angle
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would pose an additional test of theory. The application of the 
electron—photon coincidence technique to the study of electron—atom 
collisions has provided such a test.
The method of detecting two particles in delayed coincidence 
has been in use for many years in the field of nuclear physics. It 
was used by Brady and Deutsch to investigate the non—isotropic
emission of gamma rays which had been predicted by Dunsworth^^*^^ .
The first calculations of such an angular distribution^^^^ were very 
complicated until the introduction of the use of spherical tensor
operators by Racah ( 12) and the density matrix formalism by Coester
(13) •and Jauch rn the 1950's. The theory developed for nuclear
studies is not directly applicable to atomic studies but many features 
of the theory have followed closely earlier developments in the field 
of nuclear physics.
The first full theoretical treatment of photon-particle coin­
cidence measurements as applicable to atomic studies was given by
Macek and Jaecks (14) The field has been further developed by Fano 
(16)and Macek^  ̂ and Blum'*" ' . As in the case of nuclear studies the 
introduction of the density matrix formalism, suggested by Fano^^^^ , 
and the use of spherical tensor o p e r a t o r s ^ h a s  simplified cal­
culations of the angular distribution of the radiation. For a 
detailed account of such theory the reader is referred to Blum^^^^.
The electron—photon coincidence technique has now been applied 
in a wide variety of experimental situations and recent developments 
have been the subject of a review by Slevin^^®^.
In the course of the development of the theoretical analysis of 
electron-photon coincidence experiments it became apparent that this 
technique could yield information on additional target parameters
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such as alignment and orientation as well as permitting an investi­
gation of the coherent nature of the excitation process.
Since the collision time is generally much shorter than any 
characteristic time associated with the excited state the excitation 
process is coherent and thus the ensemble of excited atoms may be 
described in terms of a linear superposition of a suitable set of 
basis states. The complex coefficients in this superposition are 
the scattering amplitudes. Experiments which measure cross-sections 
determine only the moduli squared of these amplitudes. It can be 
shown that experiments which possess axial symmetry can only yield 
values for cross-sections ^ ^   ̂ and thus no information on the
relative phases of the scattering amplitudes can be obtained. In 
an experiment where both the scattered electrons and the emitted 
photons are detected in coincidence the incident and scattered 
electron directions define a plane, the scattering plane, so that 
the geometry possesses reflection symmetry. This lower symmetry has 
the consequence that quantities which depend on interference terms 
between the scattering 5unplitudes may be measured. Thus informa­
tion on the relative phases of the amplitudes may be obtained.
Such measurements may be expected to provide a particularly sen­
sitive test of theory.
The first coincidence experiment in the field of atomic physics
(19)was carried out by Eminyan et al. who studied the electron
impact excitation of the 2^P state of helium. Such measurements 
yield direct information on the relative phase of the amplitudes 
for excitation of the m « 0 and m • 1 magnetic substates. This 
work has been extended by several g r o u p s (28)^ while the 
excitation of the 3^P state of helium has been the subject of a study
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(29)by Standage and Kleinpoppen '. The coincidence technique has also
been used to study the 3^D and 3^P states of helium by van Linden 
et al/30).(31)^
The first coincidence study of atomic hydrogen was reported by 
(32)Williams who investigated the excitation and decay of the 2P
state of hydrogen. The analysis of such an experiment is rather 
more complicated than the case of a singlet—singlet transition,
(see for example. Chapter 6 of reference (15)), due to the presence 
of the atomic spin. Coincidence studies of the 2P state of hydro­
gen have been reported by a number of a u t h o r s w h i l e  Frost 
and Weigold and Williams^ have extended the technique to yield
i^'fo^^^tion on the differential cross-section for excitation to the 
2S state. These studies yield information on the coherence between 
states of the same orbital angular momentum but differing magnetic 
quantum number. However, in general, excitation by electron impact 
results in a coherent superposition of states of different orbital 
angular momentum. This thesis reports the first use of the coin­
cidence technique to investigate the coherence between states of 
different orbital angular momentum.
A coherent superposition of states which are non-degenerate and 
which can decay to the same final state exhibit interference effects 
which result in oscillations in the emitted light intensity. Such 
oscillations are usually referred to as "quantum beats". Inter­
ference effects between fine and hyperfine levels, giving rise to 
quantum beat patterns in the emitted radiation, was first treated 
by Macek^^®^. Fine and hyperfine structure beats have been observed 
in a wide variety of atomic transitions in beam-foil experiments and
have been reviewed by Macek and Burns (41) Quantum beats arising from
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the hyperfine structure of the J - j level of the 3^P state of
sodium have been observed by Teubner (42) These beats however are
the result of coherence induced by the fine—structure interaction 
rather than the excitation process as noted by Eck^^^^. Macek^^®^ 
pointed out that it was possible for beats to occur between states 
of orbital angular momentum and such beats must arise from
true coherence in the excitation process. Beats of this nature have 
been observed by Burns and Hancock^  ̂ in a beam—foil experiment.
They observed a quantum beat signal which was attributable to inter- 
fo^^oce between the 3S and 3D states of atomic hydrogen. The 
effect of coherent excitation of the n = 3 states of hydrogen has 
also been observed by Mahan and Smith^^^^ . Mahan and Smith observed 
that the intensity of Balmer-a radiation resulting from the electron 
impact excitation of the n • 3 states of hydrogen was dependent on 
the strength and direction of an applied electric field. The depen­
dence on field strength is a consequence of the Stark-mixing of the 
n = 3 states, while the dependence on field direction is attributable 
to the effect of coherent excitation of states of opposite parity as 
discussed by Krotkov^^^^ .
The coherent excitation of states of opposite parity in
electron-hydrogen collisions has been discussed by Blum and Kleinpoppen*
(43)and Eck . The coherent excitation of the n - 2 states of hydrogen 
has received particular attention. The excitation of the 2P state 
has been the subject of extensive study, both experimental and theoretical. 
Interference terms between amplitudes describing the excitation of the 
2S and 2P states do not give rise to an experimentally observable 
effect in the absence of external fields, since the 2S state cannot 
decay to the IS ground state. The interference term between the
.(47)
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amplitudes describing excitation to substates with magnetic quantum 
number m^ • 0 of the 2S and 2P states is of particular interest. 
Gabrielse and Band^  ̂ show that the real and imaginary parts of this 
term are proportional to the electric dipole moment induced by the 
collision and its time derivative respectively. Information on this 
term can only be obtained in the presence of an external electric field 
to mix the 2S and 2P states.
This so-called S - P coherence term has been the subject of 
measurements in beam-foil experiments by Sellin et al.^^^\ Gaup et 
in charge transfer processes by Sellin et al.^^^\ Havener 
et al. and in atom-atom collisions by Krotkov and Stone^^^^.
This thesis reports the first attempt to employ the electron- 
photon coincidence technique to investigate the coherent excitation 
of states of opposite parity. The use of this method to obtain in­
formation on the S - P coherence term has the advantages that 
observations are free from problems -due to cascade effects and the 
measurements relate to collisions in which electrons are scattered 
into a small range of angles.
The data reported in this thesis were obtained using deuterium 
rather than hydrogen in order to minimise any effects due to hyper- 
fine structure.
The layout of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 is the pre­
sent introduction. In Chapter 2 the relevant theory of electron 
impact excitation and subsequent decay of the n « 2 levels of 
atomic hydrogen is outlined. The form of the coincidence signal in 
both the zero field case and the case where excitation takes place 
in the presence of an electric field is obtained. Chapter 3 des­





In this chapter the basic theory of electron impact excitation 
and the subsequent decay of an atom is outlined. The description 
of the excited atomic state prepared by the collision is discussed 
and the time evolution, including the effects of internal and ex­
ternal fields, of such a state considered. The extraction of 
important parameters relating to the collision from electron-photon 
coincidence measurements is then described.
I. Description of the Excited State
The description of the quantum mechanical state of an ensemble 
of atoms has been discussed by many authors, particularly Fano^^^^ 
and more recently Blum^ ^. Fano discussed the distinction between 
'mixed' and 'pure' quantum mechanical states of a system. A pure 
.state is one which may be represented by a single wavefunction or 
state vector. Such a state may be conveniently specified by ex­
panding the state vector as a linear superposition of a suitable 
set of eigenstates. This requires that both the magnitudes and 
relative phases of the coefficients in the expansion be specified,
(in the case of electron impact excitation these coefficients are 
just the scattering amplitudes). A mixed state, by contrast, 
cannot be assigned a single state vector but must be specified in 
terms of a suitable set of states and their appropriate statistical 
weights comprising the mixture. In this case the state is specified 
in terms of the squares of the amplitudes in the expansion, i.e. there 
is no definite phase relationship between the amplitudes and the state
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is often referred to as an 'incoherent' superposition of basis states. 
A pure state is referred to as a 'coherent' superposition since 
definite phase relationships exist between the amplitudes in the 
expansion. The lack of information inherent in a mixed state mani­
fests itself in terms of an additional statistical averaging in 
predicting the result of an experiment.
The use of the terms coherent and incoherent above depend on 
the particular choice of basis states chosen. This point will be 
illustrated in the following discussion.
A convenient means of describing a mixed state is the density 
®®trix formalism. This has been developed by a number of authors.
The following discussion follows the approach taken by Blum^^^\
The general density operator may be defined as
i|x„><x„|w„
n
( 2 . 1)
where is the statistical weight attributed to each state |
comprising the mixture, which may itself be a pure state. Expanding 
the lx > it' teinns of a basis | (J) >
|Xn> - E |<(,.>a” ( 2 . 2)
and taking the outer product the density matrix elements in the 
|(̂ >̂ representation are given by
E a? a? W . 
n  ̂ ”
(2.3)
The matrix (2.3), consisting of all relevant bilinear combinations of 
the a” , contains all possible information on the system.
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The diagonal elements of the matrix (2.3) are related to excita­
tion cross-sections. The off-diagonal elements on the other hand 
contain the relative phase of amplitudes. For a system in a mixed 
state these terms average to zero over the atomic ensemble and so 
an incoherent superposition is represented by a diagonal matrix. For 
a coherent (or partially coherent) superposition of states the off- 
diagonal terms are in general non-vanishing. Therefore in order to 
obtain information on the coherent nature of the excited state and 
hence on the relative phases of the amplitudes it is necessary to 
determine the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix.
The density matrix describing n « 2 level of atomic hydrogen
excited by electron impact may be obtained in the following way.
Consider atoms initially in the ground state with angular momentum
L « 0 and characterised by the quantum numbers y = n S M where o  ̂ n 'o o o so
and denote the spin and its third component and n^ all
other quantum numbers necessary to specify the state. The initial 
state of the electrons is characterised by momentum p^ and spin 
component m^. Consider a transition from the initial state of the
system T Y p m to an excited state F, 0*^0 o 1 with
Yĵ “ nĵ LMS . We characterise this transition by the scattering 
amplitude (Chapter 3: ref. (16))
f(riFo) f(YiPl“i:YoPo“o) (2.4)
These amplitudes may be normalised according to
(2.5)
where a(F,r ) is the cross-section for the transition F -►F-.1 o o 1
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The above may be compared with the case of a singlet-singlet tran- 
sition where the absence of spin makes the brackets < > in (2.6)
redundant and the state may be specified completely by a single state 
vector, i.e. a pure state. The 2^P state of Helium is such a case^^^\ 
The matrix (2,7) can be divided into four submatrices as shown.
The single element in the upper left is simply proportional to the 
excitation cross-section of the 2S state. The 3 x 3 matrix charac­
terises the excitation of the 2P state. The diagonal elements are 
related to cross-sections for the excitation of the different magnetic 
sublevels of the 2P state, while the off-diagonal elements represent the 
coherence between these sublevels. The remaining elements characterise 
the coherence between the 2S and 2P states, the so-called 'inter­
ference terms'. Of particular significance is the 'S - P coherence term'
^ ^ 1 0 ^0 0 '̂
T"
The Re<f directly proportional to the permanent
electric dipole moment induced by the collision, while the Im<f f* >
10 00
is its time derivative
The 2S state cannot decay to the IS ground state by electric 
dipole radiation. Therefore in the field—free situation the radiation 
is completely characterised by the 3x3 2P submatrix. If, however, 
an external electric field is applied the 2S and 2P states become 
®ixed (Stark effect) and radxatxon from the subsequent decay is charac­
terised by terms which depend on the 'S - P coherence term', as will 
be shown later.
Consider first the 3 x 3 2P submatrix. The diagonal elements 
are real numbers, the off-diagonal elements are complex quantities 
specified by a magnitude and a phase. The matrix (2.7) is therefore 
completely specified in terms of 15 real parameters. It is clear from 
(2.3) that p is Hermitian, thus
<LM'|p|LM> <l m |p |l m '>’ ( 2 . 8)
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Thls relationship reduces Che number of independent parameters to 9. 
In the case of a system with symmetry about a plane, such as a coin­
cidence experiment, where the scattering plane is defined by the 
directions of incident and scattered electrons, the atomic system 
must be invariant with respect to reflections in this plane, which 
implies
f(n, LMS,M ,p^m, : n S M p m )  1 1 si 1 1 o o so*̂ o o
M+M 1+m,-M -m +S,-S
(2.9)
(-1)
*  ’ ll*, t* Lusl 1 SO o 1 o
f (n^L - M ,p — m. : n S  - M  p m ) .  1 sl*̂ ! 1 o o so*̂ o o
Since Che case of interest is one in which no spin analysis is per­
formed (2.9) must be spin averaged as before to yield the following 
condition for the density matrix elements.
<LM'|p |lM> - (-1)^''"^ <L - M'|p |l - M> . (2.10)
Applying (2.8) and (2.10) to the case of the 2P submatrix, the den­
sity matrix p(2P) may be completely specified by five real independent 
parameters: a^, aĵ ,Re<fĵ  ̂^ll^’ ^11^ *^^-1 ^i^ which is
real. A further reduction in the number of independent parameters is 
possible in cases where spin-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian may be 
neglected, i.e. light atoms. Since in these cases total spin S and 
its component must be conserved during the collision the additional
condition
<LM’|p |l -M> - (-1)^ <LM*|p|l m > ( 2 . 11)
for the density matrix elements may be obtained (Chapter 3: ref. (16)) 
Therefore the matrix o(2P) for hydrogen is completely specified by
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four real independent parameters since <f  ̂f*> » - xhe density
matrix is commonly parameterised using the quantities
a 2a - + a 1 o
\ - a /a o
R -
I -
( 2 . 12 )
In the absence of spin, e.g. a singlet-singlet transition, L - 1, the 
number of independent parameters is reduced to three, since condition 
(2.9) reduces to « (-1) This reduction in the number of
independent parameters necessary to specify the state is a consequence 
of the lack of information inherent in the mixed spin states.
When the angular symmetries of a system are of interest it is 
often useful to expand p in terms of irreducible tensor operators. 
The following treatment is taken from Blum^^^\
Consider two ensembles of particles with angular momentum J and 
J'. The states of the joint system may be denoted by the total 
angular momentum K and its z-component 0. Applying the usual 
angular momentum coupling rules gives
|J’J K Q> - E (J'M',JM|kQ)IJ’M ’> I JM> 
M'M
(2.13)
where the states |jM> are orthonormal. Forming a set of operators, 
analogous to (2.1), |j 'M'x JM|, we define a set of operators T(J'J)KQ-
T(J'J) E (-l)“̂"^ (J'M', J-M|kQ) I J'M'x JNI (2.14) 
M'MKQ
where the Clebsh-Gordan coefficient vanishes unless the usual angular 
momentum coupling rules apply
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|j' - j|  ̂K J J' + J -K  ̂Q i K . (2.15)




Tli0 co0ffi.ci.6nCs in cli6 expansion or  ̂SC0C6 tnultipoXcs * dre given by
tr p T(J'J) KQ (2.17)
where tr is the trace of the operator product and t indicates the 
adjoint operator given by
T(J’J)KQ (-1)-J'--J+Q T(JJ’)K-Q (2.18)
The elements of the density matrix are given by the expression 
<J'M’|p|jM> Z (-l)*̂ ' ^'(2K+1)^ 
KQ
J' J K 
M'-M-Q
(2.19)
where the quantity in square brackets is a 3j-symbol. (19) may be 
inverted to yield
<T(J-J)^q> Z (-l)“̂' ^'(2K+1)^ 
M'M
J' J K 
M'-M-Q <J'M' 0 JM>
( 2 . 20 )
The two descriptions of the system are therefore equivalent.
Some basic properties of the state multipoles are quoted below.
The state multipoles transform under rotations through Euler angles 
w according to
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<T(J'J)^q> r <T(j'j);j > d (o))̂ ;5^
q *̂‘1 qQ (2.21a)
Using equation (2.20) the hermicity condition (2.8) becomes
<T(J-J)^q> (-l)J’-J+Q<T(jj,)tK-Q (2.21b)
Reflection invariance in a plane, the x-z plane, leads to the condition
<T(J-J)^q"> (2.21c)
I
It is easy to show that state multipoles with J J' describe 
the coherence between states of different angular momentum, while 
roultipoles with Q / O describe the coherence between states of dif­
ferent magnetic quantum number M (Chap. 4: ref. (16)).
In the case of sharp angular momentum, i.e. J' • J the state 
multipoles have a simple physical interpretation. The tensor with 




( 2 . 22)
The three components with rank K « 1 and Q = 0, ±1 transform as 
components of a vector
<T(J)^q >
(2J+1)(J+1)J
<Jq> tr p (2.23)
where the operators are just the adjoint operators of the spherical
angular momentum operators. The vector with components (2.23) is called 
the 'orientation vector' and is a measure of the anisotropy of the 
angular momentum distribution and thus determines the induced magnetic
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moment of the particles (Chap. 4; ref. 16)). For axially symmetric 
systems only <T(J)^q > is non-vanishing.
The multipoles of rank K = 2 may be expressed in terms of 
quadratic combinations of the angular momentum components and form 
the 'alignment tensor'. The components of the alignment tensor are 
proportional to the spherical components of the electric quadrupole 
tensor ’ Again all components with Q ^ 0 vanish if the
system possesses axial symmetry.
The above state multipoles are also closely related to the 
orientation and alignment parameters introduced by Fano and Macek^^^^.
The above interpretation of the state multipoles is only valid 
in the case of sharp angular momentum, i.e. J' = J.
The complete set of state multipoles characterizing the 2P 
state of atomic hydrogen is given below:
<T(1)
- —  a(2p) 
/3
lo" - Im <f,, f /3
2 0> = / ! < i ^ i i ^  -
t





<T(l)Ii> = ^ " " ^ 1
where o(2P)
the number of independent multipoles to five. It can be seen that in 
fact only four multipoles are independent in this case.
\
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II • Time Evolution of the Excited State
The state multipoles (2.17) or equivalently the density matrix 
(2.3) provide a complete description of the excited atomic ensemble 
immediately after the collision. In cases where internal or external 
fields are present it is necessary to consider the time evolution of 
the state under the influence of these fields in order to extract in­
formation on the collision from electron—photon coincidence measurements.
Consider an ensemble of atoms in an excited state bescribed by 
a Hamiltonian H “ + H' where H' denotes a perturbation which
is assumed to be unimportant during the excitation process, i.e. the 
excitation time is short compared with any characteristic transition 
times caused by the perturbation H'. H' may be the fine of hyper- 
fine interactions or an external field or any combination of these.
At time t - 0 the atoms are described by the density matrix p(0) 
or state multipoles <T(J'J) > . The density matrix evolves in 
time according to
P (t) U(t)p(0)U (t) (2.25)
where the time evolution operator U(t) r-iexp[ Ht] (Chap. 2: ref. 16)) 
An initial state | JM> is transformed by U(t) according to
I 'l>(t)> U(t)IJM> (2.26)
which can be expanded in terms of a full set of eigenstates, |jm>, of 
the Hamiltonian H^. Expanding p(t) gives




where j and j run over all possible angular momenta states at 
time t. Then
tr p(t)T(j'j)^^
t r  U ( t ) p ( 0 ) u ' ' ' ( t ) T ( j  ' j ) , ’’"kq
r. T+
KQ
j î j  W J ,  ( 2 . 2 8 )
KQ
which relates state multipoles at time t - O, <T(J'J)„^>, to those 
at time t, <T( j ' j : t)̂ ^̂ > via the set of 'perturbation coefficients' 
G(J'J;j'j:t)^^ defined by
c r lU ( t) I ( J 'J ) j j„ u '''( t )T (J ’j)+  1 (2.29)
(Chap. A: ref* (16)).
For a state of sharp orbital angular momentum, L, and spin Sĵ , 
evolving under the influence of the fine structure interaction (2.29) 
may be evaluated to give
G(L,t), Z (2J+1)(2J'+1)
2S^+1 J J '
L J' l̂1
z p(EJ.-EJ)t^.
J L K h
(2.30)
In this case the perturbation coefficients are independent of Q 
and the interaction does not mix multipoles of different rank K.
(2.30) can be seen to consist of a time independent part, J' » J 
and an oscillatory part when J' J, i.e. the state multipoles 
oscillate about some mean value under the influence of the fine structure 
interaction.
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The case where hyperfine interactions must be included is dealt 
with in Blum^^^^ and leads to an essentially similar result to (2.30).
The perturbation coeffitients may be determined in an identical 
manner to the above when an external field is applied. The pertur­
bation due to the external field is included in the total Hamiltonian 
occurring in (2.25) . For the case of an electric field applied to 
hydrogen atoms excited by electron impact to the n » 2 state the 
general theory has been given by Blum and Kleinpoppen^^^^.
Since the presence of the electric field causes the S and P 
states to become mixed by the Stark effect, the radiation emitted in 
a transition to the ground state is no longer characterised by the 
3 x 3 submatrix which describes only the P state excitation but 
rather the full n « 2 density matrix (2.7) must be considered.
Thus the observation of radiation emitted in such a transition offers 
the opportunity to obtain information on the S - P coherence term.
Bliam and Kleinpoppen present the general theory of this decay in
terms of state multipoles and perturbation coefficients similar to 
that outlined above for the field—free case. A new set of multipoles 
in the coupled representation <T(L’J.', LJ.)^ > are defined and the 





X <LiJiM. |U^(t)|Aij.m.xAij.mjT(A’j.'&j.)^^|£’Jj. 'm. '> . (2.31)
The coefficients
a(i.j^LJ^:t) - <i.ij^M^|U(t) |LiJ£M^> (2.32)
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are just the probability amplitudes for finding a state [Aij.m.> at 
time t if at time t « O the system was in the state |LiJ.M.>
|LiJ^M^> H- |tp(t)ĵ j > - U(t)|Ljj.M.>
Z aOlj^LJ^it) (2 .3 3 )
The determination of the coefficients (2.32) requires the solving of 
the set of coupled differential equations
ih dt a(£j.LJ.:t) - Z a( i ' j .'LJ. : t) <)l' J j .'M. | H | Li J-M. >
Ji
i ih a(i.j£ LJ £ • ̂ ) (2.34)
with the initial condition that
a()l'j . 'LJ. ,0) (2.35)
The decay of the excited state has been included in (2.34) by writing 
the time evolution operator in the form
U(t) exp [- i Ht - irt]
where F is the decay matrix.
The solution of the equations (2.34) is straight forward for the
case of the n « 2 states of atomic hydrogen when only the S, , and1/2
P, states are included and has been done by the author. The P 
^ / 2 3/2
state is often neglected in such a case since the energy
separation is approximately ten times that of the P, , - S, , . How-
1 / 2 1 / 2(54)ever Burgdbrfer has pointed out that despite this fact, inclusion
of the P3 / 2  “ ^1 / 2  can effect the lifetimes of the Stark mixed
states by as much as 10%. The inclusion of the ^3 / 2  ~ ^1/2 coupling
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in the treatment of Blum and Kleinpoppen^^^^ results in nine coef­
ficients in equations (2.34), An analytic solution of these equations 
is difficult to obtain and so an alternative, numerical approach was 
adopted. Details of this are given later.
III. Decay of the Excited State
Photons emitted in a transition from an upper state, which may be 
considered as a superposition of angular momentum states to
a lower state, a superposition of states |j2M2>, may be described in terms 
of their polarization states. Using the helicity representation the basis 
states are A » ± 1 where X is the spin component along the direc­
tion of emission ii. The general polarisation state |e> may be 
written
aĵ |+l> + a_ĵ |-l> . (2.37)
The density matrix describing photons of frequency w emitted in a 
direction n is given by
' X X ' <amX I p I ojnX '  > (2.38)
Consider atoms which have been excited by electron impact. 
Immediately after the collision the atomic ensemble may be charac­
terised by the density matrix p(0), which evolves in time according 
to equation (2.25) into a density matrix describing the
state of the atoms plus radiation field at time t. The decay process 
may be described in first order perturbation theory and thus the time 
evolution operator is given by (Chap. 5; ref. (16))
U(t) - U(t^) [l - Ç  I V u(T^)dxJ (2.39)
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I(nt) - c(aj) E W(L L'L)C(K)





where W(L^L*L) - <L^ ||r|| L><L^ ||r|| L'> (-1) ° and C(K) is a
numerical factor.
The initial excited state of the atoms is described by the state
™^ltipoles which evolve under the influence of any internal and/or
external fields according to the appropriate perturbation coefficients.
The rotation matrix elements transform multipoles defined with respect
to II as quantisation axis to a coordinate system x - y - z, usually
the 'collision system'. The 6j-symbol and the term W(L L'L) charac-o
terise the decay process.
(2.43) and its time integrated form then gives the form of the 
coincidence signal observed in electron-photon coincidence measure­
ments of the type described in this thesis since it describes the 
intensity emitted in a particular direction by atoms having been, 
excited by electrons which are scattered in some particular direction 
(through its dependence on the scattering amplitudes in the 
<T(L'L)+^.).
It is clear from (2.43) and (2.30) that the presence of fine 
structure or hyperfine interactions will cause the light intensity 
emitted in some direction _n to be modulated in time. This modula­
tion is referred to as 'quantum beats'. In the general case where 
the excited state is a coherent superposition of states with dif­
ferent orbital angular momentum L more than one type of 'beat' 
term arises. Beats between states of different L are superimposed 
on beats between states of the same L but different total angular 
momentum the 'fine structure beats' (also hyperfine structure
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e^ ü )**d iî a
2T TC ^ti 3 y
|<0|| r|| 1> P  {i(l - 3X)cos20 - -̂ (1 - 3X) - /?R sin 29
- ^(1 - X)sin^e } 2 Y (2.47)
where o, X and R are as defined in (2.12) and (2.47) has been further 
specialised to the case of observation in the scattering plane, i.e.
é « IT.Y
Thus a series of measurements of 1(9^) over a range of angles 0^ 
may yield values for the important parameters X and R for a par­
ticular electron scattering angle. (To obtain a value of I a measure­
ment of the circular polarisation of the emitted light is necessary).
In principle the angular correlation function is also given by 
(2.43) in the case where an electric field is applied to the excited 
atoms. The effect of the external field is included in the perturba­
tion coefficients as outlined in the previous section. It was pointed 
out in the last section that this calculation becomes difficult when
the P_ , state is included. To overcome this the following numerical 
' 2
approach was followed.
IV. Decay of Stark Mixed States
Assuming the field plays no role during the collision and Russell- 
Saunders coupling is valid during the excitation the atoms then relax 
in to the J - Mj. coupling scheme. The field free Hamiltonian may be 
written in matrix form as
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(2.48)
where all energies are in MHz and the zero has been taken as the energy 
of the state. The eigenstates of the field free Hamiltonian are
just the Pj, and 3/2 states. In the presence of the electric
field the Hamiltonian is modified according to
(2.49)
where V » ®£.*£. is the Stark operator. The Stark matrix elements
“ <i|ee^*^|j> may be evaluated for a particular field strength,
250 V cm  ̂ in this case, applied in some direction, the z-direction, 
to give




This matrix may be diagonalised numerically on a computer to yield new 
eigenvalues and new eigenstates | <l>£>, i » 1,2,3, m - ±J in terms of
the field free basis states.
.in I -,m m ■ _mb,|S,> . Cj|P, (2.51)
^3/2’ ™
3
± /2 states are of course unaffected since the Stark
operator is diagonal in m^ (see Fig, i), The coefficients are related 
by the following expressions:
- <P3/2|eez|S®>/(Ep - E^)m ma./bi






in terms of lifetimes of normalised eigenstates
ia™i - icjr
(2.55)
which is in fact independent of m. t - 1.60ns.P
The lifetimes of the states and ^2 are determined mainly
hy the ratios a^/b^ and in (2.5A) , but for ^2 the coupling
with the P3 / 2  state is large enough to significantly affect the life­
time of this state (see table). This is the most important consequence 
of including the coupling to the P3 / 2 state. For the field strength 
employed in the work reported in this thesis of 250 Vcm~^ lifetimes of 
the states |<i>2> and |<(>3 >, as given by (2.55) are 1.91, 9.39
and 1.61ns respectively compared with values of 1.60ns, ^/7 s and 1.60ns 
in the field free limit. The unperturbed m^ = ± /2 levels of the
P^^2 state decay with a lifetime of t^.




f®|p“ >t IP3 / 2 (2.56)
Alternatively we may write
I I f  Y 
LM ^
[ |a> + ê *̂  ¡8>] (2.57)
where f̂ ^̂  are direct scattering amplitudes, exchange processes having 
been neglected. This is justified since these effects are only expected 
to be significant at low energies while the work reported in this thesis
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was carried ouC at an incident energy of 350 eV (approximately 35 times 
threshold). The spherical harmonic functions and |a> and
|S> denote the two possible atomic spin states in the usual way. The 
quantity is the relative phase between different spin states.
(2,57) thus describes a pure spin state. Since the case of interest 
is one in which atoms and electrons are initially unpolarised and no 
analysis of final spin states is performed <5 is strictly a random 
phase factor to be averaged over the atomic ensemble in subsequent 
calculations.
Equating (2.56) and (2.57) and forming the products allows
the coefficients g™ and f™ to be expressed in terms of the scattering




(This calculation is included in full in Appendix A.)
Terms including ê *̂  when averaged over the atomic ensemble vanish 
since the state is an incoherent mixture of spin states.
The probability of decay to the ground state is given by the
square of the dipole matrix element
2P cc |<lSj |e.r |,/;>| (2.59)
The state 1 i s  given by (2.56). The IS^ ground state consists 
of the two degenerate magnetic sublevels, mj. - ± In evaluating
(2.59) we must apply the usual quantum mechanical rules regarding the
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way in which the different possible decay paths are combined. These 
rules may be stated as follows^^^^ - (1) for different paths to the
same final state, we add amplitudes and then square the sum, i.e. the 
amplitudes are combined coherently. This has the consequence that 
different initial states decaying to the same final state give rise 
to interference effects or quantum beats. (2) for paths to 
different final states amplitudes are squared and then the individual 
probabilities summed, i.e. these contributions to the total decay pro­
bability are added incoherently and thus do not give rise to inter­
ference terms.
Following the above rules we sum incoherently over the two lower 
states and (2.59) may be written
2 |<1S. |e*r|ti)>|m 2 (2.60)
and summing coherently over the upper states
m̂  m-
Z I Z <1S, |e.r|<j)̂ >̂|
n  ̂«n 2 (2.61)m̂  ̂ im2
where i and m2 must run over i « 1,2,3 plus the m « ± /2
levels of the 1^3/2^ state.
Considering first the sum over i. This procedure leads to two
9 “Y ttypes of term. Four terms of the type Y^e representing the usual
exponential decay of | » I ♦ » I <i'™> and 1^3/2^ states and inter-
“Y tference terms of the form XY cos wt e . The latter category result 
in the emitted light being modulated in time at a frequency u deter­
mined by the energy difference between the two states involved. In this 
work the period of even the slowest beats, i.e. the | ~ I
beat period of 0.6ns, was shorter than the time resolution of the
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apparatus and are therefore assumed to average to zero.
The decay of the excited state is then described by the expression
Kt)
-Y, t -Ŷ t -Yot





lifetime of the state !<<'•>
1.60ns.
However t_ % t (pg 22) , we may therefore write
Kt)
- Y , t -Yot




where the coefficients C. are given by the expression.





(2.63) may be further expanded in terms of two orthogonal polarisati
states of the emitted light ej and to give
Z I Z <lSj |eĵ -r|(i>
m_ 2
“1 “2
+ 1 Z <1S, |e||*r|(i>. (2.65)
The evaluation of these coefficients is carried out in Appendix A for 
a field strength of 250 Vcm Photons are assumed to be emitted in 
the scattering plane at right angles to the incident electron beam. 
For this case the result is
= K[1.68|fool" " 3.1l|f^o|^ + 5.46|f^j" ^ 4.58 Re <foofio*"^
= K[1.50|fQQ|^ + 0.06|f^Q|^ + 0.25|f^J^ - 0.58 Re <foo^ lo*^ ̂
[C3 + C^] = K[o.09|fQQ|^ - 9.96|f3Q|^ + 8.00|f^J - 1.93 Re <fQQf^Q*>]
2''here | 
parameters.
'LM and K is a constant depending on experimental
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(2.66) shows how the coefficients occurring in the expression for 
the emitted intensity, (2.62), depend on an interference term, the S — P 
coherence term, in addition to cross-sections. Finally it should be 





I. Introductory Remarks and Vacuum System
The work described In this thesis was carried out on an existing 
electron-photon coincidence apparatus'“ ' . For the present work two 
major modifications were necessary: (1) the facility to apply a highly 
uniform electric field of a few hundred volts per centimetre to the 
Interaction region and (2) the complete redesign of electron and photon 
detectors to Incorporate micro-channel plates (M.C.P,) Instead of 
channeltrons (C.E.M.) In order to achieve time resolution of the order 
of half a nanosecond.
This chapter describes the experimental arrangement used, with par­
ticular attention being paid to the steps taken to meet the two require­
ments mentioned above.
A number of problems were encountered In trying to devise a 
mechanism for applying a uniform field to the Interaction region and a 
satisfactory solution was found only after considerable effort. This Is 
described In Section IV. The various steps taken to achieve subnano­
second time resolution are described In detail In the following sections.
In discussing the time resolution of the apparatus It Is useful 
to follow the analysis of Vblkel and Sandner^^^^ who gave an expression 
for the different contributions to the time resolution of a coincidence 
experiment
At ^*^ENERGY ^*^GEOM ^*^DET ^‘̂ ELEC (3.1)
At.VOL Is the uncertainty In the particles' transit time due to the finite
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extensloa of the interaction volume. In the case of an electron—photon 
coincidence experiment this term is only of relevance to the electron 
channel since the photon transit time, and hence transit time spread, 
is negligible compared to that of the much slower electrons. This term 
is considered in detail in Section IV.
AtENERGY denotes the uncertainty in the transit times of the elec­
trons due to the finite energy resolution of the analyser, while GEOM
refers to transit time spread arising from the finite acceptance angle 
of the analyser. Section V deals with the contributions to the time 
resolution made by these terms.
Finally, Atjjĝ  and ^^eLEC represent the timing uncertainty due 
to the detectors and the electronics through which the signals are 
processed, respectively. These two aspects are of great importance in 
both electron and photon channels and are covered in Sections V, VI 
and VII.
Vaikel and Sandner point out that not all these contributions are 
independent and so (3.1) refers to the base width of the time distri­
bution rather than the full-width-half-maximum (F.W.H.M.), which is the 
quantity which has been taken as a measure of the timing resolution in 
this thesis. This means that simply summing the contributions in (3.1) 
does not provide a good estimate of the time resolution. It is clear, 
however, that the terms occurring in (3.1) should be minimised where 
possible.
The experimental arrangement is shown in schematic form in Fig. 2. 
The experiment was housed in a cylindrical stainless steel vacuum tank, 
90 cm in diameter by 50 cm high, pumped by an oil diffusion pump with
-1 This gave background pressures of typicallya pumping speed of 7001 s 
4 X 10  ̂ torr, with hydrogen gas flowing into the system. Two sets of
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y—metal liners were used to shield against the earth's magnetic field. 
The residual magnetic field at the Interaction region was measured to 
be less than 30mG. with this arrangement.
II. The Electron Gun
The electron gun Is shown In Fig. 3. The cylindrical lens ele­
ments were manufactured from non-magnetlc stainless steel with molyb­
denum apertures. The cathode was a tungsten filament, 0.04mm thick by 
0.7mm wide, carrying a current of typically 6A.
The gun consisted of three stages. A Pearce diode configuration 
provided the extraction stage. This was followed by a set of horizon­
tal and vertical deflector electrodes to allow corrections to be made 
for any mechanical misalignment of the lens system. Elements I, II 
and III constituted the second stage, an accelerating three element 
lens to focus the electron beam onto a 0.3mm aperture. Another set 
of deflector electrodes then allowed the electron beam to be steered 
to Intersect the atom beam. The third stage was a decelerating three 
element lens, formed by IV, V and VA, which focussed the beam at the 
Interaction region. The final energy of the beam was established by 
VI, which was normally held at ground potential, the cathode being 
biased negative with respect to gfound. Voltage ratios for the 
lenses are given In Fig. 3.
The gun was designed to provide beam energies from about 35 eV 
to a few hundred eV with beam currents of the order of 1 uA, and a 
cross section of about Imm^.
The study reported In this thesis was carried out using a beam 
energy of 200 eV.
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The angular divergence of the beam was measured to be ± 0.8® 
(FWHM) .
III. Atomic Hydrogen Source
. Atoms were produced by dissociating hydrogen molecules in a radio­
frequency discharge. The source has previously been described by Slevin 
and Stirling^^^\
The discharge tube, shown in Fig. A, was constructed from Pyrex 
since this is one of the few surfaces which exhibits a low recombina­
tion coefficient. The tube was 240mm long with a bore of 18mm, ter­
minated at each end by a 2mm capillary in order to contain the 
discharge. The atoms effuse from the discharge region through a 30mm 
length of 1mm capillary. The discharge tube was enclosed in a water
jacket in order to reduce the discharge temperature and to inhibit
C58)recombination at the tube wall''
Since the presence of any impurities on the tube wall can greatly 
increase recombination, great care was taken to ensure that the tube 
wall was clean. Prior to installation the tube was cleaned by suc­
cessive washing with hot chromic acid, acetone, HF and distilled water. 
Once installed the following precautions were taken to minimise the 
risk of contaminants entering the tube. Hydrogen gas was fed to the 
discharge using a palladium leak to prevent the flow of contaminants 
from the gas line, a liquid nitrogen trap was used In the roughing 
line, during roughing from atmospheric pressure to guard against 
contamination by pump oil and the pressure in the tube was maintained 
positive with respect to the scattering chamber whenever possible.
With these precautions one tube has provided well over one year of 
trouble free operation.
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The tube was mounted in a small vacuum tank consisting of two 
100mm flanges separated by a bellows for alignment purposes, with 
additional ports for R.F., gas and water feedthroughs (Fig. 5).
The discharge was excited by feeding 10-15 watts of R.F power 
into a coaxial cavity resonant at about 35 MHz. The cavity consisted 
of a copper cylinder surrounding the discharge tube and a twelve turn 
helix of constant pitch (Fig. 4). The cavity and R.F. generator were 
carefully designed to ensure that most of the power is absorbed in 
the discharge with less than 10% power reflected. The design of the 
R.F. generator minimised the propagation of unwanted R.F. signals by 
employing careful screening of oscillator and driver stages, narrow 
band amplifying stages and sharply tuned filters. To further reduce 
any R.F. noise in the system, the discharge tube and cavity were 
enclosed in a carefully grounded p-metal shield (Fig. 5).
Despite these precautions however it was discovered that inter­
ference from the R.F. was producing structure in the coincidence 
spectra. This problem was eventually overcome by modulating the R.F. 
power in conjunction with the time to amplitude converter (T.A.C.) in 
the following way. The R.F. generator had the facility to have the 
output switched on and off by means of a +10v pulse. A similar 
facility on the T.A.C. allowed the R.F. power to be modulated at a 
frequency of about 1 kHz with a 50% duty cycle, while the T.A.C. was 
only enabled during that part of the cycle when the R.F. power was 
off. Using this technique the structure in the coincidence spectra 
due to R.F. interference was eliminated although at the cost of 
doubling the integration time.
The dissociation fraction obtained from the source has been
(39)measured and reported by Slevln et al. . The method employed
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was to observe the rate of coincidences between scattered electrons and 
emitted photons as a function of the energy lost by the electrons. The 
result Is plotted In Fig. 6. With the discharge off, a broad peak was 
observed at an electron energy loss of about 12.9 eV corresponding to 
the excitation and decay of molecular states. The Franck-Condon 
factors for the decay of these states allow the wavelength of the 
corresponding photons to fall within the bandpass of the photon 
detector. With the discharge on, a large peak occurred at an energy 
loss of 10.2 eV, corresponding to excitation of the n " 2 states 
of atomic hydrogen, and a much smaller broad peak centred about 
12.3 eV was observed, corresponding to excitations of atomic states 
with n 5 3 and a molecular component. The data shown permit a lower 
limit of 92% to be put on the dissociation fraction of the source.
The atomic density In the Interaction region can be calculated
from a knowledge of the relevant dimensions and pressures employed
In the source. For the pressures used In this work, typically 10 ^
12 -3torr., this gives a density of the order of 10 atoms cm . The 
gas density In the Interaction region Is limited by the need to avoid 
resonance crapping of the Lyman-a radlatlon^^\ Resonance Crapping 
Is the absorption of a Lyman-a photon by a ground state atom within 
the Interaction volume. The atom Chen emits a photon which Is cor­
related In time with the scattered electron and thus gives rise to a 
coincidence count, but which does not relate directly to the original 
collision.
This effect may be checked for directly by simply determining 
the lifetime of the 2P state from the coincidence peak as described 
In the results section of this thesis. Since resonance trapping 
results In an apparent Increase of the lifetime of the state It Is
sufficient to determine a pressure region in which the measured life­
time is independent of pressure. The beam produced by the hydrogen 
source was not well collimated but in fact was highly divergent.
This feature is discussed in the next section.
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 7. The interaction 
region was formed by the electron and hydrogen atom beams crossing 
at right angles. Scattered electrons were detected in the plane per­
pendicular to the hydrogen atom beam, the 'scattering plane'.
Lyman-a photons were detected in the scattering plane at right 
angles to the incident electron beam. A pair of capacitor plates 
allowed an electric field to be applied to the interaction region 
parallel to the incident electron beam.
The capacitor plates were manufactured from 1mm thick molyb­
denum. The electron beam entered through a knife-edged 1mm diameter 
hole and scattered electrons exited via a 1 x 3mm slot in the second 
plate. The field plates were mounted on a P.T.F.E. block which 
located on the top of the hydrogen tube. Since the hydrogen source 
did not produce a well collimated beam of atoms, it was necessary 
for the Interaction region to be as close as possible to the exit 
of the hydrogen tube. In order to ensure that collisions took place 
in a uniform electric field it was necessary to devise a method of 
screening the Interaction region from the nozzle of the hydrogen tube 
which was fixed at earth potential.
Initially an attempt was made to establish the correct potential 
distribution by placing a high resistance surface between the plates.
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To this end, a P.T.F.E. surface, coated with a suspension of graphite 
in ethanol, was Installed between the plates. The hydrogen beam 
emerged from a 0.8 mm diameter hole in the centre of the P.T.F.E. 
block. However, this method did not produce a sufficiently uniform 
coating and so the P.T.F.E. block was replaced by a ceramic block 
with the expectation that this might provide a better surface for 
the application of the conducting layer. A number of techniques 
were tried in order to obtain a uniform coating. Application by 
brush and spray both proved unsuccessful, the resulting coatings 
were highly non-uniform. A thin layer of gold applied in a 
vacuum coating unit was also tried but obtaining a uniform but 
sufficiently thin layer proved difficult. A technique used to
coat the surface of solid state detectors was used to apply the 
(59)graphite suspension . This technique consisted of suspending 
the ceramic block in the graphite suspension in a large burette, 
with the surface to be coated vertical. As the fluid is allowed 
to slowly drain away, a coating is deposited on the vertical sur­
face, the thickness of the coating being determined by the rate 
at which the fluid is allowed to drain away. This method proved 
more successful in obtaining a uniform coating but the resistance 
of this coating was too low. The Joule heating of the coating 
due to the relatively large current being drawn, destroyed the 
surface after a few hours operation.
Since attempts to obtain a uniform resistive surface between 
the plates met with no success, the field plates were redesigned 
to Incorporate a set of closely spaced grid wires to screen the 
interaction region from the hydrogen tube nozzle. A number of 
designs were tried, culminating in that shown in Fig. 8.
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In this configuration the field plates consisted of two molyb­
denum plates, 25 x 30mm by 1mm thick, 12mm apart mounted on a P.T.F.E. 
block which located on the hydrogen tube nozzle, as before. Again 
entrance and exit apertures for the incident and scattered electrons 
were provided by a 1mm diameter hole and a lx 3mm slot respectively.
In order to improve the collimation of the atomic beam a stainless 
steel cone, with P.T.F.E. insert, was mounted on the P.T.F.E. block 
(Fig. 8). The cone was grounded to prevent charge accumulating on it. 
This arrangement was designed to operate in the following way. Since 
P.T.F.E., unlike metals, possesses a low recombination coefficient 
for atomic hydrogen, atoms passing through or striking the P.T.F.E. 
Insert do not recombine and diffuse out to the interadion region.
Atoms which strike the metal cone are more likely to combine to 
form molecules which are then pumped away via the four holes in the 
cone wall.
In order to minimise any non uniformities Introduced by the 
grounded atomic beam collimator or fringing fields at the plate edges 
a set of grid wires, spaced 1mm apart, surrounding the region between 
the plates was Incorporated as shown (Fig. 8). The grid consisted 
of ten 0.1mm diameter gold wires spotwelded onto stainless steel 
washers mounted on ceramic rods between the plates. The steel washers 
were Insulated from one another by O.lmm thick mica washers. The 
correct potential was established on each wire by means of a resistance 
chain.
The data relating to the Stark mixing coefficients were obtained 
using the set of plates described above, operated with the entrance 
plate at ground potential and the exit plate at +300V, giving an elec­
tric field strength of 250Vcm Electrons entered the field region
at the energy of 200 eV and so collisions took place
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at an energy of 350eV. The finite size of the interaction region, 
however, estimated to be 2 - 3mm in the direction of the electric 
field, resulted in an uncertainty of about ±(25 - 37)eV in the col­
lision energy.
The presence of the electric field Introduced the further com­
plication that scattered electrons leaving the interaction region 
followed parabolic trajectories. This effect was taken into account 
and is dealt with in Chapter 5.
An estimate of the uniformity of the electric field throughout 
the interaction volume was obtained using a numerical method des­
cribed by G r o s s b e r g . The result showed the field to be uniform to 
better than 1% throughout the interaction volume.
In an attempt to further improve the time resolution, by re­
ducing the contribution in equation (3.1), it was decided to
Install a mask between the photon detector and the interaction region 
to limit the linear extent of the effective interaction region to 1mm. 
It was estimated that this reduction in size of the interaction region
would reduce At.VOL from 0.3ns to approximately 0.1ns. It was clear
from the results that At̂ ĵ̂  was a significant contribution, as 
evidenced by the fact that the time resolution was a function of 
electron scattering angle. It was not possible to modify the existing 
set of field plates to incorporate a mask and it proved necessary to 
redesign the entire field plate assembly. The new set of plates 
incorporated a 0.4mm wide slit to limit the field of view of the 
photon detector. With these plates installed a beat pattern was 
observed.
In addition to the Stark measurements, the parameters X and R
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were determined for the field free case by making angular correlation 
measurements. For these measurements the field plates themselves 
were removed, leaving the atomic beam collimator. In order to ensure 
a similar electron beam geometry a 1mm diameter knife-edged electron 
beam collimator was installed at the same location as the entrance 
field plate had been.
V. The Electron Detector
Scattered electrons were analysed and selected for the appro­
priate energy loss and detected using a microchannel plate detector.
A set of optics focussed scattered electrons onto the entrance 
slit of the analyser which consisted of two 127® cylindrical electro­
static analysers in series. A further set of optics then focussed 
the energy selected electrons onto the microchannel plate detector. 
This arrangement was mounted on a belt driven turntable, allowing 
it to be rotated in the scattering plane about the atomic-beam.
Va. Electron optics
The input electron optics consisted of six elements (Fig. 2). 
The design and construction of these elements has been described by 
Mazeau^^^^. The lens elements were constructed from Arcap, mounted 
on four ceramic rods and insulated from one another by thin pieces 
of mica.
Elements VI, V2 and V3 formed a three element aperture lens of
,(62)the type described by Read V4 and V5 were split, horizontally
and vertically respectively, to allow scattered electrons to be 
steered onto the entrance slit of the energy analyser, VO acted 
to shield the Interaction region from the potentials applied to 
the lens elements, while the cone prevented stray electrons, l.e. 
electrons other than those scattered from hydrogen atoms, entering
the detector. The cone defined the geomi
_2detector which was typically 2 x 10 sr.
Voltage ratios for the three aperture lens are given in Read' 
However, in practice, all elements were operated with a view to 
optimising the time resolution and not necessarily maximising the 
scattered electron count rate. Voltage ratios were determined on 
a trial and error basis by examining the time resolution of the 
apparatus for various applied voltages. In general it was found 
to be desirable to operate all elements at as high a potential as 
possible in order to minimise electron transit times and hence 
transit time spreads.
The output optics were of similar design, consisting of a two 
aperture lens followed by two split steering electrodes. As for 
the input optics operating voltages were determined empirically 
for optimum time resolution.
Vb. Energy analyser
Scattered electrons were energy selected for the appropriate 
energy loss, 10.2 eV corresponding to excitation of the n - 2 level 
of atomic hydrogen, using two-127“ cylindrical electrostatic 
analysers operated in series (Fig. 2), The construction of the
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used rather than one in order to provide the increased discrimina­
tion against the unscattered electron beam necessary to get into 
small electron scattering angles. The two analysers also gave a 
more convenient mechanical arrangement.
The analyser was operated in a low energy resolution mode 
since the atomic n - 2 energy loss and that of the nearest in­
elastic channel were separated by about 2 eV. Any contribution 
to the coincidence signal arising from scattering channels other 
than n • 2 atomic states was checked for directly in the follow­
ing way. A coincidence spectrum was collected with the R.F. 
power to the hydrogen source switched off and the energy analyser 
tuned to the n ” 2 atomic energy loss. No significant coin­
cidence signal was observed, suggesting that any molecular com­
ponent was negligible. The mode of operation of the analyser 
was therefore mainly determined by the need to minimise the con­
tributions '̂ êNERGY ^^GEOM equation (3.1).
The term arises from the fact that electrons trans-
mitted by the analyser have a finite spread in energy and therefore 
in transit times. It is therefore desirable to operate with high 
energy resolution from the point of view of minimising this term.
To this end the input, intermediate and output slits of the 
analyser were reduced to 0.4mm from their initial values of 0.4mm,
1.0mm and 0.5mm respectively. The reduction in slit sizes was 
limited by the need to maintain a sufficiently large electron 
count rate to avoid prohibitively long integrating times.
arises from the different paths around the analyserGEOM
followed by monoenergetic electrons which enter at different angles. 
The resulting spread in transit times depends therefore on the
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angular divergence of electrons entering the analyser and the total 
transit time around the analyser. The first of these factors will 
depend on the operation of the input electron optics in this case 
and has therefore been dealt with in the last section. The second 
factor suggests that the analysis energy, E^, should be large.
It was observed that the time resolution improved as was
Increased. However, Increasing E^ degrades the energy resolution 
and thus the maximum permissible value of E^ was limited by the 
need to retain some discriminación against the molecular states 
lying about 2 eV above the n — 2 atomic states in energy. The 
optimum value of E^ was found to be 135 eV.
Vblkel and Sandner^^^^ describe a method of reducing At_„-„GEUM
by placing the mlcrochannel plate detector at an angle to compen­
sate for the different transit times round the analyser. This 
technique is not, however, applicable in this case since the tra­
jectories of the transmitted electrons are altered by the output 
optics.
Vc. MicroChannel plate detecCor
Electrons having lost the appropriate energy were detected by
a mlcrochannel plate detector (Fig. 2). A microchannel plate is an 
4 7array of 10 - 10 miniature electron multipliers oriented parallel
to one another. Channel diameters are usually in the range 10 - lOOym 
with length to diameter ratios between 40 and 100. The channels are 
Inclined at an angle to prevent transmission of the incident beam.
The array of channels is made from a semi-conducting lead glass and 
so each channel may be considered to act as a continuous dynode
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was supplied by a Nuclear Enterprises high voltage supply type NE4701.
The M.C.P. used In the detector were of two similar types,
Mullard G12—25SE and Varían 8900CAH. Both types are O.Smm thick
by 25mm in diameter with a nominal channel dl£imeter of 12um and a
channel spacing (centre to centre) of 15um. The open area of the
plates was about 60% with a useful diameter of approximately 19mm.
The Mullard plates have a channel bias angle of 8® and a gain of 
3typically 5 x 10 at lOOOv, while the Varían plates have a channel
o 4bias angle of 5 and exhibit a higher gain of 2 x lo at lOOOv.
Coincidence spectra obtained In the early stages of this study,
with zero electric field applied to the interaction region, exhibited
structure in what should have been a single exponential decay. In
an attempt to discover the cause of this structure the nature
of the pulses from the M.C.P. detector was investigated.
Three effects which could give rise to badly shaped pulses from
the M.C.P. detector were considered.
Í 63̂Firstly, 'positive ion feedback' can produce spurious pulses'
Ion feedback is caused by the production of positive ions within the 
channels by cascading secondary electrons colliding with residual 
gas molecules. These ions are then accelerated by the plate voltage. 
This process can lead to 'after pulsing' which can become a serious 
problem at higher gains since the ions are more likely to obtain 
sufficient energy to produce spurious pulses. It is this effect
4which limits the gain of a single M.C.P. to about 10 . In order 
to overcome this problem, two plates are normally used coupled in 
cascade with the second plate being rotated through 180“ with 
respect to the first to form a chevron arrangement (Fig. 9). This
g
arrangement allows gains of 10 , or more depending on how many
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plates are cascaded, to be achieved without encountering problems 
due to Ion feedback. A more recent approach to tackling this problem 
has been the development of M.C.P. In which the channels are curved
Originally a chevron arrangement of two Varlan 8900CAH plates 
were used In the electron M.C.P. detector but a third plate, a 
Mullard G12-25SE, was later added. This served the dual purpose of 
allowing each plate to be operated at a lower gain, thus reducing 
the possibility of Ion feedback occurring, and also permitted the 
elimination of the pulse amplifiers to Investigate the possibility 
that these may have been limiting the time resolution.
Structure on the coincidence spectrum can also arise from 
'ringing' on the electron signal cable. This effect Is a problem 
which can be encountered with any type of detector. It Is caused 
by multiple reflections of the output pulse by Impedance mismatches 
on the output cable. If the counting circuitry Is triggered on the 
leading edge of the original output pulse then the dead time of the 
electronics ensures that any subsequent ringing will not produce a 
count In the electron channel. If, however, for any reason the 
counting circuitry does not trigger on the leading edge of the 
original pulse, and If the ringing Is of sufficient amplitude, then 
an electron count may result from the circuitry triggering on one 
of the reflected pulses. The reflected pulses will clearly have a 
different timing to original pulses, thus leading to structure In 
the coincidence spectrum.
Observation of the pulses from the M.C.P. detector using a 
fast oscilloscope revealed large amplitude ringing on the signal 
line. In an attempt to reduce this ringing the original flat metal 
plate collector was replaced by a co-axial anode designed to be
(65)
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Impedance matched to the 50i2 signal cable. Details of the design are 
given In Wlza . This modification did significantly reduce the 
amplitude of the ringing but did not entirely eliminate the structure 
in the coincidence spectrum.
Finally a feature which is specific to M.C.P. was investigated. 
Electrons incident on the face of the M.C.P. may be regarded as con­
sisting of two groups, those that enter a channel and produce a 
secondary electron cascade, and those that strike the area between 
channels, also giving rise to secondary electrons. In the Interests 
of efficiency it Is normal practice to establish an electric field 
In front of the M.C.P. such that all secondary electrons produced 
by this second group are accelerated back towards the M.C.P. Hence 
the Inclusion of the grid (Fig. 9). In this way all secondary
electrons produced will produce an output pulse. However, these two 
groups of electrons produce pulses with different characteristic 
timing and thus may result in structure in the coincidence spectrum.
This effect was investigated by varying the potential 
while keeping at ground. It was found that with a few
hundred volts negative with respect to ground, a single coincidence 
peak without structure was observed. As was increased beyond
ground potential a second coincidence peak, increasing in amplitude 
as V„„ increased, appeared in the coincidence spectrum. The two 
peaks were separated in time by about 7ns. It was therefore decided 
to operate the plates with V,j, at ground potential and at
about -170v with respect to ground. This mode of operation of course 
resulted in the electron count rate being reduced by about 50%.
In addition to the effects discussed above, it was found that 
the voltage between the last M.C.P. and the anode was important in
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obtalnlng a good pulse shape. On reducing this voltage from lOOOv to 
250v the pulse shape, and the time resolution. Improved significantly.
Typical electron count rates occurring In the work reported In 
this thesis were 1 - 2  kHz.
VI Photon Detector
Lyman-a photons were detected using a M.C.P. detector of similar 
design to the electron detector (Fig. 10). The photon detector was 
mounted on a turntable, allowing It to be rotated In the scattering 
plane about the atomic beam. The turntable was belt-driven from a 
stepping motor which could be controlled by computer. The detector 
consisted of a LIF window, 6mm thick, sandwiched between two grounded 
fine mesh grids to prevent charging, followed by another fine mesh 
grid, In Fig. 10, as In the electron detector. The M.C.P., the
housing and the matched 500 co-axlal anode were all Identical to those 
used In the electron detector. The front surface of the first M.C.P. 
had a coating of Csl, evaporated on using a vacuum coating unit, to 
act as a photocathode. The bandwidth of the detector was thus deter­
mined by the s+iort wavelength cut-off of the LIF wlndow^^^\ about 
105nm and the long wavelength limit of the Csl^^^\ about 250nm.
The discussion In the previous section with regard to pulse 
shape Is of relevance to the photon detector as well. Similar pre­
cautions were taken with the photon detector to ensure good pulse 
shape, l.e. co-axlal anode and the use of three cascaded M.C.P.
However the situation with the electric field In front of the M.C.P. 
was somewhat different In this case. It was found that applying a 
field to accelerate all secondary electrons back towards the M.C.P.
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did not in this case adversely affect the timing or the shape of the 
coincidence peak. In practice the grid, Vĵ , was operated at a 
potential of —400v with respect to ground while the front of the 
first M.C.P. was operated at ground potential. This result may be 
understood in the following way. Firstly, the Csl photocathode was 
applied in such a way as to prevent any significant amount entering 
the channels themselves. Since the uncoated glass is of very low 
efficiency at this wavelength, typically less than 1%, it may be 
assumed that the majority of pulses arise from photons striking 
the surface between channels. Secondly, the fact that photons and 
not electrons were being detected in this case meant that a much 
larger field could be applied thus reducing any timing differences 
between the two groups.
Typical count rates were of the order of 10 kHz.
VII Electronics
Pulses from the electron and photon detactors were processed 
using conventional fast electronics (Fig. 2).
Initially output pulses were fed into a preamplifier, a Lecroy 
WIOOB wideband pulse amplifier with a gain of ten and risetime of 
less than 2ns. These were later eliminated in order to ensure that 
the fast rise time pulses from the M.C.P. were not being distorted, 
thereby limiting the time resolution. Pulses were then fed directly 
to a set of Ortec AN302/NL Quad D.C. non-inverting amplifiers, band­
width 300 MHz and a gain of four. Two stages of amplification were 
used for both electron and photon pulses. At one stage these ampli­
fiers were also eliminated to ensure that they were not limiting the
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Clme resolution but were then reinstalled as it was clear that this 
was not the case. The amplified pulses were then fed into constant 
fraction discriminators (C.F.D.). The adjustment and performance 
of these units proved to be critical in obtaining good time resolu­
tion. A great deal of work was done in this area and this is dis­
cussed in detail below. Outputs from the C.F.D. were fed into an 
Ortec 467 time to amplitude convertor (T.A.C.). The voltage ramp 
of the T.A.C. was started by the pulses from the electron detector 
and stopped by the pulses from the photon detector, suitably 
delayed. The T.A.C. output was recorded on a Canberra FT810O 
multi-channel analyser (M.C.A.). The M.C.A. was interfaced to a 
D.E.C. P.D.P.ll computer, allowing coincidence spectra to be trans­
ferred and stored on disk for analysis.
Constant fraction discriminators were used in order to eliminate 
timing variations which arise from input pulses of varying amplitude 
and rise time. Fig. 11 Illustrates the way in which two pulses of 
differing amplitude and rise time will generate identical timing 
responses from the C.F.D. The input pulse is split, one part being 
delayed, the other attenuated. These two signals are then furnished 
to the Inputs of a differential amplifier. The C.F.D. output is 
triggered when the differential amplifier output changes polarity, 
l.e. when the amplitude of the delayed pulse equals a preset frac­
tion, 30% in this case, of the attenuated pulse as shown in Fig. 11.
The operation of the C.F.D. can be monitored in two ways. Firstly 
the output of the differential amplifier may be observed directly on 
a fast oscilloscope and the variation in time of the 'zero—crossover' 
monitored. This variation, the 'time-walk', may then be adjusted for 
a mlnlnum via an external adjustment to the walk compensation network.
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^^ELEC equation (3.1)
Alternatively, the arrangement shown in Fig. 12 may be used. An 
input pulse is split and applied to the Inputs of the two C.F.D., the 
output of one going to start the T.A.C. while the other output is de­
layed and used to stop the T.A.C. The T.A.C. output may then be 
observed on the M.C.A. This technique does not measure the 'time—walk' 
of the C.F.D. as in the previous case but rather the timing uncer­
tainty due to the combination of electronics forming the coincidence 
circuitry. This technique therefore is of great use since if real 
electron or photon pulses are input, information is obtained on the 
timing uncertainty arising from the operation of the M.C.P. detectors 
and associated electronics. It thus provides an effective measure of
In particular the problem of poor pulse shape manifested itself 
very clearly using this technique. It was found that the pulses 
from the electron M.C.P. detector gave rise to signals with two dis­
tinct characteristic timings. This result can only arise from the 
C.F.D. being triggered on different parts of the input pulse. Care­
ful adjustment of the C.F.D. and the measures taken to improve the 
pulse shape described in Section V eliminated this effect. With 
this problem overcome and the C.F.D. adjusted, timing variations arising 
from the operation of the M.C.P. detectors and the electronics of less 
than 300ps and 500ps was achieved for photon and electron pulses 
respectively.
The data reported here were obtained using Ortec 473 C.F.D. In 
later work a more recent model,the 934 Quad C.F.D., was used and with 
this a significant Improvement was achieved. Using the method des­
cribed above and ^^gLEC found to be reduced to 150ps and
250ps for photon and electron channels respectively. The decay curve 




DETERMINATION OF X AND R
The experimental data were in the form of a pulse height spectrum 
from the T.A.C. collected on the M.C.A. The typical form of such a 
coincidence spectrum is shown in Figure 13. The procedure for the 
collection of data and the subsequent analysis of the coincidence 
signal are described below.
I. Angular Correlation Measurements
In order to determine the parameters X and R from equation 
(2.47) it was necessary to determine the photon count rate arising 
from the spontaneous decay of atoms which have scattered electrons 
into a particular direction 0 as a function of 9 , the directionr  g  y  »
of the emitted photons. By detecting electron-photon pairs in coin­
cidence the desired quantity is the coincidence rate as a function
of 9 .Y
The coincidence spectrum of Figure 13 consists of a peak resting 
on a background. The background, arising from chance coincidences, 
is in fact a decaying exponential rather than uniform. This is due 
to the statistical nature of the operation of the T.A.C. It can be 
shown the background is of the form^^^^
-N t
B(t) = Ke (4.1)
where K is a constant depending on experimental parameters and N^ 
is the photon count rate. For the measurements reported in this thesis
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the photon count rates and time window were such that the factor 
e -x- 1. This effect may therefore be neglected and the background 
is assumed to be uniform in the following analysis.
The number of real coincidences was determined from a coincidence 





where I total number of counts in area A(B) 
width of area A(B).
A(B)
*̂'a (b ) ■
The rate of real coincidences, N will be sensitive to smallreal ’
variations in electron beam current, target density and electron detector 
efficiency. To overcome this was normalised according to
N , real
(4.3)
where S is the total number of start pulses received by the T.A.C. 
which successfully initiated the T.A.C. ramp. Since the quantity S 
Itself is directly proportional to electron beam current, target density 
and electron detector efficiency the normalised coincidence rate, n, 
will be independent of any small fluctuations in these quantities, 
n will of course still be sensitive to any changes in the efficiency 
of the photon detector. This point is discussed later.
From equations (4.2) and (4.3) and assuming that Poisson statistics 





The determination of n as a function of 9 for a given electron
scattering angle 9 was performed under computer control. n was
measured at six values of 9^ covering a range of approximately 90“. 
Since n depends on the efficiency of the photon detector short inte­
gration times, typically ten minutes, and repeated scans of the photon 
detector were employed in order to minimise the effect of any variations 
in detector efficiency. Total integration times ranged from a few hours 
at small electron scattering angles to about forty hours at large scat­
tering angles.
The parameters X and R were obtained by fitting equation (2.47) 
to the data using a non-linear least squares fitting procedure. A stan­
dard routine from the N.A.G. library was used to do this. A test
was performed to measure the quality of the fit. Typical values of
for the data reported here were in the range 40 70%.
X and R were determined in this way at incident energies of 
100 eV and 350 eV for 0° < 9  < 15° and 0°< 9 < 8° respectively.
II. Results
Figures 14 and 15 show two typical angular correlation curves re­
corded at incident electron energies of 100 eV and 350 eV and electron 
scattering angles of 10° and 6.4° respectively. The full curves repre­
sent least square fits of equation (2.47).
Figures 16 and 17 show the parameters X and R respectively as 
a function of electron scattering angles at an Incident electron energy 
of 100 eV. Also shown are various theoretical predictions for these 
parameters. The data for the X parameter Is clearly In excellent 
agreement with all these predictions except the On-Shell-Fadeev-Watson
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(O.S.F.W.) calculations of Fargher'' . This disagreement is not sur­
prising since this approximation is expected only to be accurate in the
region of high momentum transfer. The present data also agree well with
(34)the data of Hood et al. The deep minimum in X observed at
“ 10“ by Slevin et al. was not observed. The very low value of
X observed by Slevin et al. may be attributed to the presence of 
resonance trapping. In the case of the R parameter the agreement is 
not particularly good with any of these calculations and it is not 
possible to distinguish between the theoretical curves shown on the 
basis of the present data.
The same parameters, measured at an incident energy of 350 eV, are 
shown in Figures 18 and 19. Shown on the same figures are the predic­
tions of a distorted wave second Born calculation of Walters and in
the case of the X parameter an O.S.F.W.^^^^ calculation of Fargher 
and Roberts. Both theories disagree markedly with the data. Again the 
disagreement with the O.S.F.W. calculation is not surprising at these 
small electron scattering angles but significantly the Second B o m  
approximation is expected to perform well at such high energies. This 
approximation does not agree well with the data for the R-parameter.
* \1
III. Error Analysis
One potential source of error in the determination of X and R 
is resonance trapping of the Lyman—a radiation. Assuming that resonance 
trapped radiation is emitted isotropically, the effect would be to 
'flatten out' the angular correlation curve. The degree of resonance 
trapping was therefore checked for by selecting 0^ for a maximum in 
the angular distribution, since this effect will clearly be more pronounced
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at a maximum or minimum, and recording Che normalised coincidence race 
ri as a funccion of CargeC densiCy. Figure 20 is a ploc of ri versus 
Che hydrogen gas pressure in Che source. Ic can be seen ChaC n is 
consCanC up Co a pressure of abouC 1,5 x lo  ̂Corr. and Chen begins Co 
decrease as Che degree of resonance Crapping becomes significanc. All 
daCa reporCed here were ob Cained using a source pressure of abouC 
1 . 2  X io~^ corr.
The effecC of Che finice accepCance angles of Che eleccron and phoCon 
decceccors muse also be considered. The finice accepCance angle of Che 
eleccron deCecCor means ChaC Che experimenCally deCermined values of X 
and R musC be considered Co be averaged over Che small range of scaC— 
cering angles accepCed by Che deCecCor, For Che case of Che angular 
correlacion measuremencs reporCed here Che accepCance angle of Che elec­
cron deCecCor was approximacely 1®. The effecC of Che finice accepCance 
angle of Che phoCon deCecCor can be Caken inCo accounC exaccly in prin­
ciple by inCegraCing equacion (2.47) over Che circular aperCure of Che 
phoCon deCecCor. This calculacion has been performed by Eminyan ec. 
al.^^^^ for Che case of Che 2^P sCaCe of helium. This effecC can be 
of imporCance when angular disCribuCions wich deep minima are being 
measured as is Che case for Che 2^P scace of helium. However Che 
presence of Che fine sCrucCure inceraccion in aComic hydrogen reduces 
Che ampliCude of Che variacions in n and Chus Che effecC of Che phoCon 
deCecCor accepCance angle will be less Chan for helium.
The recorded angular correlacion curves would also be sensicive 
Co phoCons of Che correcC wavelengch being dececced afcer being scaC—
Cered from nearby surfaces. However Che face ChaC reflecCion coef- 
ficienCs ac Chis wavelengch are small and Che qualiCy of Che fic of 
Che daCa Co equacion (2.47) suggesC ChaC any effecC of Chis kind musC 
be very small.
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Spurious electronic noise would also affect the observed coin­
cidence rates. The uniformity of the background of random coincidences 
indicates that such contributiont were not significant.
Finally, it was noted in Section I that the normalised coincidence 
rate is dependent on the efficiency of the photon detector. The data 
collection procedure outlined in Section I should reduce the effect of 
any long term variations in detector efficiency. The reproducibility 
of the data and the quality of the fits to equation (2.47) are a strong 




Equation (2.63) describes the time dependence of the light inten­
sity emitted in the direction 6_̂ by those atoms having been excited 
to the n « 2 level by electrons which have been scattered in the 
direction 0^. It is therefore possible to determine the coefficients 
by establishing the coincidence rate as a function of time for a 
given 9^ and 9^. The following sections describe the form of the 
coincidence signal and the analysis necessary to obtain values of these 
coefficients.
I Form of the Coincidence Signal for a Single Decay
A single exponential decay may be described by
I(t) (t < 0)
Y ^exp(-yt) (t  ̂0)
(5.1)
where the time of excitation has been taken as t = O, and y» the 
decay constant, is given by t  ̂ where t is the mean lifetime of 
the decay. The observed form of the coincidence signal as a function 
of time arising from such a decay, Y(t), will be given by the con­
volution of (5.1) with the prompt resolution curve, P(t), of the
apparatus (72)
Y(t) (5.2)









 ̂ [D (l+erf[h(t-t ) - ^i/2h])exp(^^/Ah^ - y .[t-t ])] 1-1,2,3 1 o i o
(5.5)
Initially it was attempted to extend the fitting routine to this more 
complicated expression to obtain values for the nine parameters, B, t^ 
h, and This approach was not successful and the process did not
converge. It was therefore decided to fix the three lifetimes at their 
theoretical values predicted by equation (2.54). For a field strength of
250V cm  ̂this gave t̂  ̂- 1.91ns, t2 9.39ns and t, 1.60ns. It was
then possible to fit values of B, t̂ , h and the coefficients to the
data. However since the lifetimes tĵ and t^ are not very different 
the coefficients and could not be obtained with any reasonable
degree of accuracy, i.e. there were many combinations of and
which produced a good fit. The sum (D^ + D^) could however be obtained 
to sufficient accuracy.
The quantities D2 and (D̂  ̂+ D^) were determined for five dif­
ferent electron scattering angles in the range 1° < 0^ < 6' at an
incident electron energy of 350 eV and an electric field strength of
250V cm-1 applied parallel to the direction of the incident electron
beam. All spectra were obtained for 0 90°. The photon detector
angle was restricted to this one value by the geometry of the inter­
action region. Typical Integration times varied from about six to 
twelve hours.
The quantities D2 and (D̂  ̂+ D^) are unnormalised in the sense 
that they depend on experimental parameters such as electron beam cur­
rent, target density etc. They were therefore normalised to the total 
area under the coincidence peak Y . This was determined by subtracting 
the fitted value of the background B from each channel over a time 
interval chosen such that the decay was 98% complete to give the new
■̂1




where t is the field free lifetime of the P state.P
To facilitate the comparison of the experimentally determined quan­
tities, R2 and with various theoretical predictions the ex­
pression (2.63) was normalised to the total transition probability P , 
given by
I(t)dt (5.7)
where T is the total time of observation. Taking T large compared 
with t2 (5.7) may be evaluated to give
Citi + C2t2 + (C3+C4)t3 (5.8)
It is possible to define the dimensionless parameters
I(t)t
M(t) P
+ C2e"^^*^2 + (c^ + ĉ )̂e
^ 1  +  C 2 ‘' ^ / t p  +  (C 3  +  C ^ )
M^e +  M 2e ^*^2 +  „36 (5.9)
The quantities R 2 and R ^̂ 3 must of course be considered to be 
averaged over the angular acceptance of the electron detector. For this 
set of measurements the electron detector was much closer to the inter­
action region resulting in a geometric acceptance angle of ±3.5“. This
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was in fact Increased by the effect of the electric field on the tra­
jectories of the scattered electrons to give an effective acceptance 
angle of approximately ±4“. The effect of the electric field on the 
electron trajectories was calculated and is given in Appendix B. The 
quantities M2 and + M^) were averaged over the appro­
priate angular range to permit direct comparison with the experi­
mentally determined values of R2 and
III. Results
Figure 21 shows a coincidence spectrum recorded with zero electric 
field. The full curve is a least squares fit of equation (5.4) to the 
data. The lifetime obtained from the fit was 1.61 ± 0.03ns in excellent 
agreement with the accepted value of 1.60ns . The F.W.H.M. of the
apparatus function was 1.08 ± 0.03ns for the curve shown. The F.W.H.M., 
which is a measure of the apparatus time resolution, varied in the range 
1.1 - 0.6ns as the electron scattering angle varied from 1.5® to 5.5®.
This figure may be compared with the best previously reported time 
(35)resolution of 3ns . The systematic improvement in time resolution
may be attributed to geometric factors, the main contribution being the 
reduction in the effective size of the interaction region as 0^ increases.
Figure 22 shows a coincidence spectrum obtained with an electric 
field of 250V cm  ̂applied to the interaction region. The full curve 
represents a least squares fit of equation (5.4) with a fixed lifetime 
of 1.60ns. It is clear that the decay contains elements with lifetimes 
greater than 1.60 ns.
On fitting the data in Figure 22 to equation (5.5) a much better 
fit was obtained. The value obtained for the F.W.H.M. was 0.58 ± 0.02ns.
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The values of F.W.H.M. obtained with an electric field applied were con­
sistently smaller than those for the corresponding field free case.
This is not surprising since the electric field will accelerate the 
scattered electrons away from the interaction region thus reducing their 
transit times and hence transit time spreads. Again the values obtained 
for the F.W.H.M. showed a systematic improvement with increasing elec­
tron scattering angle, varying from 0.82 - 0.57 ns as 6 varied frome
1.5“ to 5.5“.
Values of R2 and various theoretical predictions of
M2 and M^2 given in Table 1. These quantities are plotted against
mean electron scattering angle in Figures 23 and 24. Both parameters
are in excellent agreement with distorted wave second Bom calcula-
(70)tions of Walters 
9
with the exception of one point for R2 at
3.3“. The agreement for both the F adeev-Watsonand the plane wave
second Born^^^^ calculations is quite poor. In the case of the Fadeev— 
Watson calculation this is not surprising at such small electron scat­
tering angles. In the case of the second B o m  calculations the data 
strongly suggest that it is necessary to include distorted waves to 
obtain agreement.
The quantities M2 and M̂ ^̂  were evaluated for direct scattering 
amplitudes and the case where the possibility of exchange processes is 
included. The results were not significantly different, confirming that 
the assumption made in Chapter 2, that exchange processes may be neglected, 
is a reasonable one.
Figure 26 shows a decay curve recorded with an electric field of 
250V cm~^ applied to the interaction region. This curve was obtained 
with the modified set of field plates described in Chapter 3. There is 
clear evidence of periodic structure in the decay. The period of this 
structure of approximately 0.6ns in is reasonable agreement with the
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predicted value of the period of the beat pattern of 0.67ns 
The data shown however was not of sufficient quality to permit a quan­
titative analysis of the beat structure.
IV Error Analysis
The potential sources of error discussed in Chapter 4 also apply 
to the Stark field measurements.
The value of 1.61ns obtained for the lifetime of the decay in the 
field free case suggests that no significant degree of resonance trap­
ping occurred.
The effect of the finite acceptance angle of the electron detector 
again means that the experimentally determined quantities R2 and 
must be considered to be averaged over the range of scattering angles 
accepted by the detector. This effect was taken into account in com­
paring the results with theory as discussed in Section II.
The effect of the acceptance angle of the photon detector on the 
results has not been Included. In principle, this could have been done 
in a manner similar to that mentioned in Section III of Chapter 4. How­
ever the method of calculation in this case was not particularly amenable 
to performing the necessary integration. Because of the flatness of the 
angular correlation function, mentioned in the last chapter, it is un­
likely that the finite acceptance angle of the photon detector could 
affect the results significantly.
The results would also be affected by any sources of stray coin­
cidences but for the data presented here the quality of the fits to the 
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The quantity Qt may be obtained from measurements of the X 
parameter, allowing the expressions (5.13) to be solved to yield values 




The above analysis was performed on the data but the uncertainties 




The previous chapters illustrate how a study of the time evolution 
of the Stark mixed n - 2 states of atomic hydrogen give rise to ex­
perimental observables which depend on a term arising from the inter­
ference between amplitudes describing the excitation of the m - O 
substates of the 2S and 2P states. This term is of particular 
interest since it represents the only term of the n - 2 density 
matrix still to be determined and is in fact proportional to the 
permanent electric dipole moment induced by the collision. This thesis 
reports the first attempt to investigate the coherent excitation of 
states of opposite parity using the coincidence technique. The data
reported here relates to a combination of scattering amplitudes in-
*eluding a term which depends on Reif^Q f^^ ). The data are however 
not of sufficient quality to isolate this term. The results are in 
excellent agreement with the predictions of a distorted wave second 
Born calculation of Walters^^®^ as one might expect at this energy.
A quantum beat signal arising from the interference in the decay 
of the Stark mixed 2S and 2P states has been observed but again 
the data are not of sufficient quality to allow a quantitative analysis 
of the beat battern. Such an analysis would yield information on the 
relative phase of scattering amplitudes of opposite parity.
Angular correlation measurements have also been made at incident 
electron energies of 100 eV and 350 eV. The results for the X para­
meter at 100 eV are in very good agreement with theory and the data of 
Hood et al.^^^\ and in particular contradict the very small value of
-73-
X measured at 0̂  - 10“ by Slevin et Results for the R
parameter are not in particularly good agreement with the theoretical 
predictions considered here. The data for X and R at an Incident 
energy of 350 eV is in very poor agreement with the theoretical pre­
dictions. This is somewhat surprising in the case of the second Bom 
calculation of W a l t e r s s i n c e  this relatively sophisticated cal­
culation is expected to perform well at such high energies.
Although this study has failed to Isolate the S - P Interference 
term and therefore does not represent a particularly convincing test of 
theory it does represent a new application of the coincidence technique. 
A comprehensive theory, applicable to the coincidence technique, for the 
excitation and decay of Stark mixed states is derived and presented. An 
analysis is given of the main factors affecting the experimental time 
resolution and methods by which these can be minimised have been demon­
strated. The time resolution achieved in this work of O.SQns represents 
a considerable improvement on the previously reported best resolution of 
3 n s T h i s  time resolution should in principle be sufficient to make 
a measurement of the beat pattern with period about 0.6ns as indeed 
Figure 25 confirms. The major problem may be a lack of long term sta­
bility of the apparatus. Since integration times for this type of 
measurement are generally quite long, up to a few days, with the pre­
sent set up, great demands are made on the stability of the system.
A successful measurement of the S — P interference terms seems 
most likely to be obtained by shortening the Integration times involved 
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and the states 14>, |6> and [8> are mixed to give
• . -i a.^|4> + b. 16> + (1 . 18>1 ' 1 ' 1 (A.3)
i-1,2.3
Noting from Chapter 2, page 29, that
m
^1 1 i.
1 X®e, is mainly |3> or |4>
'’2 1 u;> is mainly 15> or !
m
^3
a» 1 l*3> is mainly |7> or l8>
further simplify the notation let j9> - 1 and 110>
b. ±i has been substituted for the correct values
Immediately after the collision the wavefunction can be written 








I f  Y [ 1 a> I ] ̂ LM .LM*-' 'LM
where the f,„ are direct scattering amplitudes.LM




g! - [aj<3| - b[<5l + c[<7ll[I fLMY^[la> e"^|6>]]
i
[4(--T7T«<.|Yio » /273<b |y ^j) *
. c‘(.^<a|Y,„ » /r73<s|YiiH E

















g^<lle|.rl[a^l3> + b^|5> + 1 >]
+ g~^<l|e|^.r 1 [a ^l4> b~̂ |6> + c l̂8>] |
wher6 the subscript i has been dropped for clarity
- |g^a^<l|ej^.r|3> + g^c^<l | eĵ .r 1 7>
2
+ g“^a“ <̂ll eĵ .r 1 4> + g ^<1 [ ê .̂r j 8> 1
Applying (A. 17) gives
- lg‘^a'i(- /2T3)(- /T76 i) + g'^c"^(/r73)(- /TTb i) 1
then substituting (A.8)
Ig"̂  4> a‘ (̂ot)|̂
- A  . 2i (a"^(a))2 |g M
Substituting (A.11)
^(a'i(a))2 |b‘ ê̂ '̂ f00 - ^  a‘i(a)f^_^ - /TTT a i(6)e^^f^ol 
i(a-^(a))2((b"i)2|f^Q|^ + | (a) ) ̂ | f i ̂ ^
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